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A system model and a least mean square (LMS) filter for the Naval Postgraduate
School (XPS) Infrared Search and Target Designation (IRSTD) system were developed.
The system model was developed and run on the NPS IBM 3033/4381 mainframe
computer network. The model simulated the effects of the optics and electronic proc-
essing equipment of the IRSTD system, and produced output data representative of the
detector outputs of the system.
The outputs of the IRSTD model were used to develop a digital filter based on the
principle of least mean square optimization between an actual IRSTD detector output
and a power series expansion representing a detector output containing both back-
ground clutter and a model target signal. It was determined that the raised cosine
function served as the best model for IRSTD point and near-point targets, (0.1 mrad by
0.1 mrad to 1.5 mrad by 1.5 mrad), and a set of trial LMS filters were generated based
on this model.
After filtering both simulated and real data, consisting of simulated and real target
signals embedded in simulated and real backgrounds, it was determined that an LMS
filter generated from a raised cosine with a half-amplitude width of 0.9 mrad was optimal
for point and near-point targets. The signal-to-noise ratios of all target and background
combinations increased by a factor of approximately 30 for the simulated backgrounds,
and approximately six for the real backgrounds, upon filtering the detector outputs with
the optimal LMS filter.
It is believed that this filter should be incorporated into the NPS IRSTD system as
an initial signal processing filter, and that the filtered outputs are appropriate for use as
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Several years after completion of at-sea trials in USS Kinkaid, the Advanced De-
velopment Model (ADM) of the SPAR Aerospace AN SAR-8 Infrared Search and
Target Designation (IRSTD) system was transferred to the Naval Academic Center for
Infrared Technology (NACIT) at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey.
California. NACIT received this system with the intention of using it in support of re-
search in infrared physics, infrared technology, and infrared signal processing. Specific
objectives of this research include:
• Collection and study of unfiltered infrared background scenes.
• Development of signal processing techniques for the rejection of background clut-
ter.
• Development of target detection, acquisition, tracking, and classification tech-
niques.
Since receiving the IRSTD system. NACIT personnel have accomplished a great
deal of work involving the system installation, testing, and calibration. While installing
the system in Spanagal Hall at NPS, a number of modifications were required to be
made. Some of the more important modifications [Ref. 1] include:
• Removal of the Stable Platform and Stable Platform Control Console.
• Bypass of the Background Normalizer.
• Replacement of the Data Processing Unit with a MASSCOMP computer system
of higher capacity.
• Replacement of the cryogenic engine and insulating vacuum assembly, leading to
the removal of the inner germanium window of the svstem's optical subassemblv
(OSA).
Of these modifications, the cryogenic engine replacement had the most impact on
the operation of the system. Removal of the germanium window changed the optical
path of the system, thereby increasing the system's optical spot size. To correct for this
effect, it was found [Refs. 1,2] that a focal shift of the detector array by approximately
0.133 inches towards the reflecting mirror restored the modified system to a level of
performance comparable to that of the original system.
Upon restoring the system to an acceptable level of performance, the relative
responsivities of the individual detector elements were calibrated with their associated
electronics. It was found [Ref. 2] that seven lead array detectors and eight lag array
detectors were non-functional, and that three additional lag array detectors were per-
forming at levels below standards. It was also found that the relative response ampli-
tudes of the lag array detectors were a factor of 1.85 higher than the lead array detectors
for the same calibration source. This difference was attributed to the use of different
bandwidth filters for the two detector arrays.
As of January 1989, The system is in place in Spanagel Hall at NTS Monterey, and
is ready to take and store data in the MASSCOMP computer. With these capabilities
available, the NACIT research group can begin collecting infrared background data, and
can also begin developing clutter rejection filters.
B. PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a digital filter capable of extracting point
and near-point targets from typical infrared background clutter scenes. The filter se-
lected for this task is constructed using the principle of least-mean-square optimization,
and is therefore known as an LMS filter [Ref. 3].
The text of this thesis describes the derivation of the LMS filter, and presents the
results of its use on both simulated and real data. The thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter II presents a brief description of the NTS IRSTD system, with particular
emphasis on the system's specifications.
• Chapter III discusses the nature of infrared backgrounds, as compared to targets
of interest to IRSTD signal processing, and also presents an infrared background
simulation model.
• Chapter IV describes the developement of an IRSTD simulation model, con-
structed to generate simulated IRSTD output signals for initial analysis of the LMS
filter.
• Chapter V describes the developement of an LMS filter for extracting targets of
interest from infrared backsround scenes.
• Chapter VI presents the results of filtering both simulated and real infrared IRSTD
data with the LMS filter.
• Chapter VII discusses the results of chapter VI and presents recommendations for
further studies in this area.
• Appendix A presents plots of filtered outputs illustrating the increase in target and
noise amplitude with increasing filter width.
• Appendix B presents plots of filtered outputs of all target and background combi-
nations studied in this thesis, filtered with their proposed optimal LMS filters.
• Appendix C lists the background simulation model FORTRAN code.
• Appendix D lists the IRSTD simulation model FORTRAN code.
• Appendix E lists the LMS Filter FORTRAN code.
II. THE NPS IRSTD SYSTEM
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND SET-UP
The NPS IRSTD system is composed of four major subsystems. Since only a brief
description of these subsystems will be presented in this thesis, the reader is directed to
the system technical manual [Ref. 4], for a detailed description of the system.
A brief description of the function and set-up of the major subsystems and various
peripheral components of the NPS IRSTD system follows:
• The Scanner Assembly, located on the roof of Spanagel Hall at NPS Monterey,
houses the Optical Subassembly (OSA). The OSA consists of the system optics,
the lead and lag detector arrays, and the cryogenics. As a unit, the Scanner As-
sembly physically rotates the OSA in complete 360 degree scans. The OSA, in turn,
collects and responds to infrared radiation incident on the OSA aperture. Elec-
tronic signals from the detector arrays are then transmitted to the Data Condi-
tioner Unit via the Buffer Power Unit.
• The Scanner Assembly Control Console (SACC), located on the seventh floor of
Spanagel Hall, supplies power to, and controls, the Scanner Assembly and its as-
sociated electronic components. The SAAC controls parameters such as the
Scanner Assembly scan rate.
• The Data Conditioner Unit (DCU). also located on the seventh floor of Spanagel
Hall, receives signals from the OSA via the Buffer Power Unit. It is in the DCU
that analog-to-digital conversion, multiplexing, and pre-processing of the detector
outputs occurs.
• The MASSCOMP computer, located on the second floor of Spanagel Hall, receives
digital detector output signals from the DCU for processing, display, and storage.
B. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
In order to proceed effectively with the development of an IRSTD model and the
LMS filter, it is essential to know some of the IRSTD system's technical specifications.
A short listing of the general specifications is presented below [Refs. 1,2, and 4]:
• Number and type of detector elements - 90 indium antimonide (InSb) detector el-
ements per array (2 arrays).
• Size of detector elements - 2.0 by 0.3 milliradians (0.3 milliradians along the scan
dimension).
• OSA scan rate - variable (designed to operate at one-half revolution per second).
• DCU sampling rate - 10,000 8-bit samples per second; the 8-bit analog-to-digital
converter will soon be replaced by a 12-bit converter. (This sampling rate corre-
sponds to 0.10472 mrad per sample at one-half revolution per second.)
• Detector dwell time - approximately 3 samples per detector dwell.
Optical spot size - approximately 0.7 mrad in diameter, based on the diameter of
the blur spot of a point target at the detector array.
System bandwidth filters - 3 to 5 micrometers.
Optics - F/l Schmidt catadioptric telescope.
OSA aperture - 10 inch diameter with germanium aspheric corrector.
Focusing mirror - 16.625 inch diameter aluminum spherical mirror.
Coolant - liquid nitrogen, resulting in a detector operating temperature of 83K.
III. INFRARED BACKGROUNDS
A. THE NATURE OF INFRARED BACKGROUNDS
Typical infrared backgrounds consist of scattered, reflected, or emitted infrared ra-
diation from objects other than those sought by the system. These non-target objects







The targets of interest, for the purpose of this thesis, are restricted to aircraft and
missiles. Since the spatial extent of these targets is typically very small, they can be
modeled as point, or near-point, targets. l It is therefore only necessary' to consider how
the spatial extent of these targets differs from the spatial extent of the background fea-
tures.
The statistical properties of infrared backgrounds are available from previous studies
[Ref. 6]. These studies show that a statistical model of background radiance can be re-
garded as a random set of two-dimensional pulses whose amplitudes can be described
by either Gaussian or Poisson distributions, depending on the wavelength and type of
infrared radiation, and whose pulse widths can be described by Poisson distributions.
In the 3-5,um region, the radiance received by the system is due to a combination
of scattered sunlight and thermal radiation emitted from the background. Since the
amplitude of the radiance of scattered sunlight obeys Poisson statistics, and the ampli-
tude of the radiance of thermal radiation obeys Gaussian statistics, the amplitude of the
1 For example, a typical jet aircraft engine has an exhaust nozzle with an area approximately
3600 cm2 [Ref. 5], which corresponds to a diameter of approximately 68 cm. At a range of 10
kilometers (km) this source will subtend an angle of 0.068 rnilliradians (mrad), at 5 km it subtends
0.136 mrad, at 1 km it subtends 0.68 mrad, and at 500 meters it subtends 1.36 mrad. Therefore,
typical air targets can be modeled as targets which subtend angles ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 mrad,
where due to the sampling rate of the DCU a 0.1 mrad target is considered to be a point target.
radiance of the background in the 3-5/xm region should be describable by some combi-
nation of Gaussian and Poisson distributions [Ref. 6].
Figure 1 is a plot of the amplitude distribution of the radiance of a sky background
in the 3-5,um region, as determined by experimental observation [Ref. 6]. It is interesting
to note that the influence of the scattered sunlight only slightly distorts the amplitude
distribution from a true Gaussian form. Additionally, it should be noted that the mean
value of the background radiance is greater than zero. However, the mean radiance can
be changed to zero, or any other value, by adding or subtracting a constant from the
individual radiances measured over the entire background. This is often desirable, when
plotting background radiance over a region of space, because it can be used to change




























Figure 1. Amplitude Distribution of Background Radiance: Solid line, background
radiance in the 3-5/mi region. Dotted line, Gaussian distribution over-
laied for comparison. Radiance units normalized to a peak amplitude
of ±0.5. [Ref. 6]
In the following section, the development of a background radiance distribution in
the spatial domain will be presented. In order to simplify calculations, the amplitude
distribution of the background radiance will be modeled as a Gaussian function, having
a mean value of zero and a standard deviation ranging from 0.1 to 0.15. The back-
grounds generated from this model will then be statistical^ analvzed to ensure that their
radiance distributions are representative of the distribution shown in Figure 1 on page
7; then they will be used to simulate IR backgrounds for the purpose of evaluating the
effectiveness of the proposed LMS filter.
B. THE BACKGROUND MODEL
A background model for the 3-5/jm region is developed using the statistical proper-
ties outlined in the previous section. The amplitude distribution of the background ra-
diance can be described by the probability density function
P(B,
y
)=-^J=^e- (B<;- I)22ff2 (3-1)
yj 2ko
2
where B„ is an element of the background radiance matrix B which describes the radiance
at given points in the background distribution. B is the average radiance over the entire
background, and a2 is the variance of the radiance over the entire background.







where a -1 is the correlation length, and r is the distance between any two adjacent points.
Following the model developed by Ben-Yosef et al. [Ref. 7 ], the background radi-
ance distribution can be generated directly in the space domain. This is accomplished
by determining the conditional probability density function, which describes the proba-
bility of finding B
i}
if the radiances of adjacent points are known.
As a first approximation, B can be taken as zero, and the conditional probability
density function for determining the radiance B,
;
,
from the radiance B jk or B,„ where
k =j — 1 and / = / — 1, can be written as








Z = e"a (3 - 4)
and
/?, = X/1-Z (3-5)
Likewise, the conditional probability density function for determining the radiance
B,, from the radiances B,* and B,, is
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is normally distributed with a mean of
<Bf> = ^r-(B^ + B&.) (3-9)
1 +Zv2
and a standard deviation of cfi2 .
The background scene can therefore be generated using any normally distributed
random number generation scheme. For this thesis, the International Mathematical and
Statistical Libraries (IMSL) subroutine GGXML [Ref. 8] was used to generate a set of
normally distributed random numbers, with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of
one. The random numbers were then placed in all but the first element of a 4000 by 20
element matrix. The elements of this matrix can be represented as R jjf with the index i
ranging from one to 4000 and the index j ranging from one to 20.
The elements of the background scene (B,,) are then generated in a matrix of similar
dimensions by first setting the value of the origin equal to zero; the average radiance B.
The remaining elements of the first row and first column are then determined using the
results of Equation (3-3), and can be represented as
for the first row, and
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In a similar manner, the remaining elements of the background radiance distribution
can be determined from the results of Equation (3-6) and are represented as
By - afi2R(J + <Bp (3-14)
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It follows from this background generation scheme, that the resultant background
radiance distribution for a background with B = is dependent only on the two variables
a 1 and a:\ and the random number generator seed which produces a different set of R,
y
for each seed used. Additionally, a background distribution with B i=- can be generated
by adding the desired value of B to each element of B,
y
.
C. BACKGROUND MODEL OUTPUTS
The background model was developed in FORTRAN code, to be run on the NTS
IBM 3033/4381 mainframe computer network. The FORTRAN code for this model is
attached as Appendix C.
For typical IR background scenes in the 3-5/mi region, as determined by Itakura
et al. [Ref. 6], a -1^ 170.0 mrad and o varies as a function of cloud content. Figure 2 on
page 12 is a plot of the amplitude distribution of the radiance of a simulated two-
dimensional background generated with these statistics, and covering an area of ap-
proximately 2.1 mrad by 418.9 mrad. Likewise, Figure 3 on page 13 is a plot of the
amplitude distribution of the radiance of a different simulated two-dimensional back-
ground covering the same area, but generated with a different random number generator
seed and a different amplitude variance.
Both of these backgrounds have been chosen to be acceptable reperesentations o[
infrared backgrounds in the 3-5/mi region, because their amplitude distributions are
similar to the experimentally determined amplitude distributions shown in Figure 1 on
page 7. The similarity was determined on the basis that the amplitude distributions of
the radiance of the simulated backgrounds generally conformed to the shape of the ex-
perimentally determined amplitude distribution of the radiance of an IR background in
the 3-5^m region. This can be seen by comparing the solid and dotted plots in
Figure 2 on page 12 and Figure 3 on page 13. These two backgrounds will be used in
the following chapters to test the effectiveness of the LMS filters.
It is important to note that not all random number generator seeds produce ac-
ceptable backgrounds. In fact, approximately 50 different seeds were tested before the
two backgrounds discussed above were generated. Since real backgrounds in the
3-5fj.m , as measured by Itakura et al. [Ref. 6], typically display the statistics illustrated
in Figure 1 on page 7, simulated backgrounds not displaying a basic similarity to these































Figure 2. Amplitude Distribution; Radiance of Simulated Background I: Solid
line, amplitude distribution of a simulated background generated with
or l = 170.0 mrad. a =0.1, and random number seed = 356782367. Dot-
ted line, experimentally determined amplitude distribution of an IR
background in the 3-5/j.m region [Ref. 6].
12
Figure 3. Amplitude Distribution; Radiance of Simulated Background II: Solid
line, amplitude distribution of a simulated background generated with
cr x = 170.0 mrad, o =0.15, and random number seed = 414813567.
Dotted line, experimentally determined amplitude distribution of an IR
background in the 3-5^m region [Ref. 6].
13
IV. THE IRSTD MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
A number of analytic and computer simulated performance models have been de-
veloped for scanning electro-optical systems. These models have been used for predict-
ing sensor performance, analyzing system transfer functions, and developing spatial
filters.
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a computer simulated model which can
be used to study the XPS Monterey IRSTD system. The model closely follows the an-
alytic model presented by Scribner and Peters [Ref. 9].
In order to apply linear-system theory to this model, several constraints and as-
sumptions are necessary. Specifically,
• the system must be linear through all optical processes,
• the system performance must be representable by an incoherent response function,
• the optical noise sources must be photon-additive,
• the imaging process must be spatialy invariant,
• the system bandwidth must be narrow enough to allow for reducing spectrally de-
pendent parameters to constants, and
• the background clutter must be stationary and Gaussian.
The simulation models one detector element, scanning horizontally across a rectan-
gular object plane. Although this model represents only a small portion of the NPS
IRSTD system, it can still be used to test and develop an LMS filter for enhancing the
system signal-to-noise ratio.
B. FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENTS OF THE MODEL
1. The Object Plane
The object plane is considered to be a two-dimensional radiance distribution,
located an arbitrary distance from the IRSTD aperture. The radiance distribution con-
tains information from both targets and background clutter, and can be represented by
the function
0(x',y') = T(x',y') + B(x',y') (4-1)
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where T(x', y') and B(x', y') describe the target and background radiance distributions
respectively. To simplify calculations with the object plane distribution, it is convenient
to define an ideal object plane distribution function as
Oi(x,y) = Ti(x,y) + B,(x,y) (4 - 2)
which describes the object plane distribution in the scale of the image plane.
The object plane power spectral density (PSD) is simply the 2-D Fourier trans-
form of the ideal object plane distribution, and can be written as
Ofe ky ) = F2D{O i(x,y)} (4 - 3)
2. The Image Plane
The object plane radiance distribution is mapped onto the image plane by the
IRSTD system. This process can be represented as a 2-D convolution of the ideal ob-
ject plane radiance distribution function 0,(x,y)
,
with the system point spread function






where ** represents the 2-D convolution. Additionally, by using the Convolution The-





= F2D{l(x,y)} - 6,(k x , ky) • P s(k x , ky) (4 - 5)
From analysis of the results of previous studies of the optical performance
characteristics of the NPS IRSTD system [Ref. 10], it can be assumed that the system
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where o is the radius of the spot size of a point target in the focal plane. The system
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^ + k>) (4 - 7)
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3. The 1-D Detector Output
The detector can initially be considered to have a uniform response over a rec-
tangular surface, with the dimensions a and b in the x and y directions respectively. The
detector scans the image plane over the continuum of values x on a scan line centered
at y = b/2. The detector output can then be expressed as
-,* a, f(> + y) f(* +iL .A .
I d(x, y) = I(x,y)dxdy
Vt) J(*-f )





I(x,y) . D(x - x,y)d) dv (4-9)
where D(x — x,y) is the detector response function.
Since the inner integral in equation (4-9) is a 1-D convolution in the x-direction,




l(x, y)*D(x, y)dy (4 - 10)
where the continuum of values x is identical to the continuum of values x, and the de-
tector response function can be described by
D(x,y) = Rect(-f-).Rect(|) (4-11)
If the detector scans the image plane at a uniform speed ft, the output can be
expressed in terms of time, where x = /?t. Additionally, if the detector responsivity ^? is
known, the detector output voltage can be written as
V(t) = # • I d(/?t, y) (4-12)
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The detector output voltage can also be expressed in the electrical frequency
domain as
V(f) = TXD[® . Id(/?t, y)J (4-13)
4. Noise and AC Coupling
One type of noise of particujar interest in the IRSTD system is white noise.
Considering this noise to be additive, the detector output can be expressed as
V'(t) = V(t) + Nw(t) (4 - 14)
where N
lv
(t) describes the white noise, which can be represented by a uniformly distrib-
uted random variable.
Since the outputs are AC coupled, it is of interest to describe this coupling in
the model. The AC coupled outputs can be expressed as [Ref. 10]
V
c







where Q is the capacitor charge at t = 0, R is the resistance, C is the capacitance of the
AC coupling circuit, and * again represents a 1-D convolution. As a first approxi-
mation, Q can be considered to be equal to zero; then
Vc(t) = V'(t) - -^ V'(t)*e-
1 RC
(4 - 16)
approximately describes the output of the detector.
At this point, equation (4-16) describes the output of a generic scanning 1R
sensor system. By including parameters representative of the NPS IRSTD system, this
model can be used to simulate IRSTD detector output data. These specific parameters
will be introduced in the following section.
C. IRSTD MODEL OUTPUTS
This model was also developed in FORTRAN code, and run on the NPS IBM
3033,4381 computer. The FORTRAN code is attached as Appendix D. The program
was developed to produce IRSTD output signals ranging in amplitude from -0.35 to
0.35. This was done because digital data from a 12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter
can be easily used to represent output signals ranging in amplitude from -0.4095 to
0.4095. Specific parameters used in the simulation include: detector width a = 0.3 mrad,
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detector height b= 2.0 mrad, spot size radius a = 0.7 mrad, and AC coupling constant
RC= 1.3. These specific parameters were used to produce output data representative
of real IRSTD output data. It must be emphasized that the model was not designed to,
nor was it intended to, produce an "exact" replica of real IRSTD data.
Inserting backgrounds I and II into this IRSTD model, results in the detector out-
puts illustrated in Figure 4 on page 19 and Figure 5 on page 19. These two detector
outputs will be used throughout this thesis, and will be referred to as BKDI and BKDII
respectively.
For purposes of comparison, Figure 6 on page 20 is a real IRSTD background ob-
tained from the NPS IRSTD system during system calibration, [Ref. 2]. This back-
ground contains information from a distant, uniform, partly-cloudy sky, with ambient
atmospheric temperature of 52.5 degrees F and visibility of approximately 20 miles.
Additionally, the data was digitized at 100 ^s per sample on a Xicolet digital
oscilloscope, with the system scanning at n radians per second. This background will
hereupon be referred to as BKDII1.
In addition to generating simulated IRSTD outputs of background distributions,
this model was also used to generate simulated IRSTD outputs of various target signals.
These simulated target signals were generated by inserting target signals of uniform
amplitude and finite dimensions into an ideal object plane distribution, Equation (4-2),
having a background distribution identically equal to zero.
To generate IRSTD outputs simulating point and near point targets, target signals
of 0.10472 mrad by 0.10472 mrad, 0.31416 mrad by 0.31416 mrad, 0.52360 mrad by
0.52360 mrad, 1.0472 mrad by 1.0472 mrad, and 1.5708 mrad by 1.5708 mrad were used.
The simulated IRSTD detector outputs of these five targets are illustrated in Figure 7
on page 20, Figure 8 on page 21, Figure 9 on page 21, Figure 10 on page 22, and Fig-
ure 1 1 on page 22.
To show how well the model represents the IRSTD system, these model detector
outputs of simulated targets can be compared to the detector output of a whip antenna
taken by the NTS IRSTD system, Figure 12 on page 23. These five simulated targets
and one real target will be used throughout this thesis, and will be referred to as TGTI,
TGTII, TGTI 1 1, TGTIV, TGTV, and TGTVI respectively.
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Figure 4. Detector Output; Simulated Background #1 (BKDI)
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Figure 6. Detector Output; Real Background (BKDIII)
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Figure 7. Detector Output; Simulated Target #1 (TGTI): Target dimensions are
0.10472 mrad bv 0.10472 mrad.
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Figure 8. Detector Output; Simulated Target #2 (TGTII): Target dimensions


























Figure 9. Detector Output; Simulated Target #3 (TGTIII): Target dimensions
are 0.52360 mrad bv 0.52360 mrad.
Figure 10. Detector Output; Simulated Target #4 (TGTIV): Target dimensions

























Figure 11. Detector Output; Simulated Target #5 (TGTV) : Target dimensions























Figure 12. Detector Output; Real Target (Whip Antenna) (TGTVI)
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V. THE LMS FILTER
A. THEORY
As previously discussed, the spatial extent of background clutter sources is typically
much greater than the spatial extent of targets [Ref. 3]. This can be shown by comparing
the frequency content of the spatial frequency distributions of the backgrounds and
targets. Figure 13 through Figure 17 on page 26 are plots of the magnitudes of the
spatial frequency distributions of BKDI, BKDII, TGTI, TGTV. and TGTVI respec-
tively. These figures clearly illustrate that both the simulated and real background dis-
tributions are of predominantly lower frequency content, and hence larger spatial extent,
than the tarset sisnals.
Figure 13. Magnitudes of the Spatial Frequency Distribution of BKDI
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Figure 14. Magnitudes of the Spatial Frequency Distribution of BKDIII
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Figure 15. Magnitudes of the Spatial Frequency Distribution of TGTI
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Figure 16. Magnitudes of the Spatial Frequency Distribution of TGTV
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Figure 17. Magnitudes of the Spatial Frequency Distribution of TGTVI
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A filter which has been shown to be very effective under these conditions, can be
developed using the principle of least-mean-square (LMS) optimization [Ref. 3]. The
response of such a filter can be determined by minimizing the difference between the
received signal and a function which approximates the presence of both target and
background. The most crucial step in this technique is selecting the proper function for
estimating the target signal and background.
The model signal which best estimates the presence of both target and background
clutter can be expressed as a weighted sum of anticipated target and an expansion series
of low frequency noise expanded about the center of the target signal
x(t) = as(t) + b + b
1
T + b 2T
2
+ ... (5-1)
where s(t) is the model target signal, t is time measured from the center of s(t), and a,
b
,
bj, b,. . . . are weighting coefficients specifying the amount each component of the
series contributes to the signal.
Defining the function v(t) as an actual signal output from the IRSTD system, the
presence of a target at a given test time t can be tested for by minimizing the squared
sum
F(t ) dt[v(t - t) - x(tXr (5 - 2)
-u
where t d is the half-amplitude width of the model target signal s(t).
Since the coefficient a
,
in Equation (5-1), describes the amount of target present in
v(t) at t = t
,
it can be considered to be the time dependent output of an optimum target
detection LMS filter. To simplify the minimization of equation (5-2), it is convenient to
truncate equation (5-1). If we consider removing only DC offset and linear noise from
the received signal, equation (5-2) can be rewritten as
F(t ) =
J''
dt[v(t - t) - a s(t) - b - b,r]
2
(5 - 3)
Differentiating equation (5-3) with respect to the coefficients a, b
,
and b„ and set-
ting each derivative equal to zero, leads to the equations
< sv > - a < s
2




= <v> — a<s> — b — b, < t > = (5-5)
*£
— = < vt > - a < st > - b < t > - b, <t2 > =
cb,
(5-6)
where < > denotes the time average over the interval — td < t < td . Equations (5-4),
(5-5), and (5-6) can be written in matrix form as
<S> <S> <ST>
< S > <T>
<ST> <T> <T>
a "< sv>~
bo = < v>
LV < VT >
(5-7)





< s > < s>
< s > 1




<T2 > < VT >
(5-8)
Then, since the inverse of the 3x3 matrix in Equation (5-8) can be described by the
proportionality
< s > < s >
< s > 1
<T 2 >
OC




< S > - < s >
Equation (5-S) can be rewritten as
a
bn OC
< T > — < S > < T >




< s > - < S> < VT>
(5-9)
Solving for a results in the expression
a oc <T 2 ><sv>-<T2 xsxv> (5 - 10)
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Rewriting the time averages in integral form, and recognizing that dividing the right side
of Equation (5-10) by <t2 > will not destroy the proportionality, leads to
n,n





fdt s(t) dt v(t - t)
This expression can be simplified to
a oc
3 J






dt h(t) v(t - t) (5-11)
where h(t) is the LMS filter function
h(t) = s(t) - < s > (5-12)
B. FILTER DEVELOPMENT
In this section, an LMS filter will be developed for extracting target signals from
IRSTD outputs. This is accomplished by properly modeling IRSTD target signals, and
generating the filter function from equation (5-12).
As previously mentioned, the most crucial step in this filtering technique is choosing
the proper function to model target signals. In order to use equation (5-12) to develop
this filter, the target signal must be modeled as a symmetric function. Referring back
to the target signals illustrated in Chapter IV, it is clear that these signals are not sym-
metric. However, upon closer inspection, it can be seen that each target signal is ap-
proximately symmetric over a small region about its maximum amplitude.
Four functions which have the potential of modeling this symmetric region of the
target signal are: a raised cosine function, a parabolic function, a Gaussian function,
sin(7rx)
and a Sine function (Sinc(x) = —-—-
—
). Lpon initial investigation, the parabolic,
Gaussian, and Sine functions were ruled out, because the parabolic function would not
fit the top region of the target signals, and the Gaussian and Sine functions would not
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fit the sides of the target signals. The raised cosine function, however, modeled the tar-
get signals remarkably well, over a range near the peak of the signals, and was selected
as an appropriate function for modeling them.
Figure 18 on page 31, through Figure 25 on page 34 display how raised cosine
functions of half-amplitude widths ranging from 0.31416 to 1.04728 mrad can be used
to model TGTI. It can be seen from these figures that the raised cosine functions of
half-amplitude widths ranging from 0.31416 to 0.94248 mrad model the leading edge, or
rise, of the target signal remarkably well. However, raised cosine functions with half-
amplitude widths greater than 0.62832 mrad begin to deviate substantially from the
trailing edge, or fall, of the target signal.
Similarly, upon investigating how well raised cosine functions model TGTI I through
TGTVI, it was found that raised cosine functions of half-amplitude widths ranging from
0.31416 to 0.94248 mrad also modeled the leading edges of these target signals remark-
ably well. However, raised cosine functions with half-amplitude widths greater than
0.62832 mrad begin to deviate substantially from the trailing edge of TGTI I and
TGTI 1 1, functions with half-amplitude widths greater than 0.73304 mrad begin to devi-
ate substantially from the trailing edge of TGTIV, and functions with half-amplitude
widths greater than 0.83776 mrad begin to deviate substantially from the trailing edge
ofTGTV and TGTVI.
From this analysis, it can be concluded that the symmetric portion of the target
signals can be modeled as a raised cosine function
s(t) = 1 + costt( t-- ) -td <t<tdld (5-13)
= elsewhere
where t d is the half-amplitude width of the signal, also refered to as the signal dwell time.
It should be noted that t d can be expressed in terms of either time or azimuth. Un-
less otherwise specified, it will always be expressed in terms of azimuth, with units of





















Figure 18. TGTI and Raised Cosine with 0.31416 mrad Half- Amplitude Width
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Figure 20. TGTI and Raised Cosine with 0.52360 mrad Half-Amplitude Width
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Figure 24. TGTI and Raised Cosine with 0.94248 mrad Half-Amplitude Width
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Figure 25. TGTI and Raised Cosine with 1.0472 mrad Half-Amplitude Width
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Substituting equation (5-13) into equation (5-12) gives
h(t) = costt( y- ) - td < t < td
= elsewhere
(5 - 14)
where < 1 4- cos7r(— ) > = 1.
td
Since the output signals of the IRSTD system are digitized, it is necessary' to express
the filter in digital form. This can be accomplished by expressing s(t) in the form of a
vector, whose components are






n = 0,± 1,±2,...±-2- (5-16)
and t, is the sampling time of the IRSTD. It should be noted that, if -j- is non-integer,
the maximum value of n will assume the value of the inteser which is closest to and less
td r , . r td
than — . For example, if-—— = 3.2; n = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3.
! s t d
To illustrate this vector representation for — = 3, it is clear that
Sn -^ [l + cost: -S- ] n = (-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,3)











The vector representation of the filter can then be written, from equation (5-12), as
H =
Smax - < S >
[S - < S > ] (5-19)
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where the factor
Sm „ v - < S >
is a normalization constant. To continue the example











This example LMS filter H is symmetric with zero mean, making it appropriate for
extracting symmetric target signals from received signals digitized with a sampling time
of t
s
= 3t d , and containing linear noise of spatial extent much greater than t d .
When the limits of integration are changed to investigate the presence of target




dt h(t) v(t - t) (5-21)
which is the convolution of v(t) with h(t). In matrix form, equation (5-21) can be re-
written as
A^H*V (5 - 22)
Therefore, the output array, A, can be determined by digitally convolving the
IRSTd output signal. V, with the digital LMS filter, H. It should be emphasized that
the output array, A, is the vector, or digital, representation of the time dependent ex-
pansion series coefficient a, which describes the amount of target present in V.
For large IRSTD output arrays, V, digital convolution can be costly with respect to
computer processing time. It is therefore convenient to take advantage of the Convo-
lution Theorem, and rewrite equation (5-22) as
A = F7i{H.v} (5 - 23)
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where H and V are the Fourier transforms of H and V respectively, F^ represents the
ID inverse Fourier transform, and H is commonly referred to as the filter transfer func-
tion.
In order to accomplish the spatial frequency domain multiplication of equation
(5-23), it is first necessary to place the coefficients of the LMS filter in an array of the
same dimensions as V. This is done by centering the coefficients in an empty array, and
letting all of the remaining elements of the array be zero.
A set of trial filters, for filtering both simulated and real IRSTD data, will be gen-
erated in the following section. The resultant filtered outputs will be presented and dis-
cussed in the following chapters.
C. TRIAL FILTERS
As previously discussed, a raised cosine function can be considered an appropriate
model for specific portions of TGTI through TGTVT. To see how well this function
does model the targets, a set of 15 trial LMS filters were developed from raised cosine
functions with half-amplitude widths ranging from 0.10472 to 1.5708 mrad.
Using the methods outlined in the previous section, the coefficients of these trial
filters were determined, and were used to filter both simulated and real IRSTD output
data with the objective of seeing which filters yield the best signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio
increase for each target. It is important to note that even though these filters were de-
signed for extracting targets with specific signal half-amplitude widths, they are much
more general in nature. Since the targets under investigation were sampled at 0.10472
mrad per sample, these filters are actually capable of extracting any targets with signals
having 1 through 15 samples per half amplitude width. In light of this, these filters will
hereupon be referred to as LMS1 through LMS 15 respectively.
The coefficients of LMS1 through LMS8 are listed in Table 1 on page 39, and the
coefficients of LMS9 through LMS 15 are listed in Table 2 on page 40. The coefficients
of a particular filter can be obtained from these tables by reading down the columns
under the appropriate heading for the desired filter. The coefficients were rounded-off
to the third significant digit to the right of the decimal for ease in illustration. However,
the coefficients used in the filtering process were generated by the NPS IBM 3033 43S1
computer and represented by 32-bit words, thereby increasing their precision substan-
tiallv.
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Additionally, it should be noted that by using these LMS filters on TGTI through
TGTVI. an inherent thresholding takes place during the filtering process. This thresh-
olding can be seen by referring back to Figure 18 on page 31 through Figure 25 on page
34, where the target signals can be considered to be thresholded at the base of the raised
cosine functions during the filtering process. Therefore, as the filter width increases, a
greater portion of target signal becomes available for filtering. This combination of fil-
tering and thresholding, during the filtering process, can generate serious problems in
that the probability of thresholding out target signals increases as the width of the raised
cosine function decreases. It will therefore be necessary to weigh this factor when de-
termining which filter is optimal, by considering both the noise reduction capability and
half-amplitude width of the filters.
Before proceding to the next chapter, a discussion of the real background, BKDIII,
is necessary7 . As previously mentioned, both the IRSTD model and the IRSTD DCU
sample data at 0.10472 mrad per sample. However, the real background was sampled
by the Nicolet digital oscilloscope at 0.31416 mrad per sample, or one third the system
sampling rate.
In order to embed the targets into BKDIII, it was necessary 7 to sample them at the
same rate as the background. This was accomplished by altering the sampling rate of
the IRSTD model, and generating new targets sampled at 0.31416 mrad per sample.
Analysis of these modified target signals showed that the same raised cosine functions
used to model the simulated targets can be used to model the modified targets as well.
However, since the increased sampling time reduces -j- by a factor of three, the LMS
filters will not have the same effect on BKDIII as they do on BKDI and BKDII. Spe-
cifically, if LVIS9 is determined to be the optimal filter for TGTI in BKDI and BKDII,
LMS3 can be expected to be optimal for TGTI in BKDIII.
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LMS1 LMS2 LMS3 LMS4 LMS5 LMS6 LMS7 LMS8
-St, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.889
It, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.875 -0.817
-6t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.857 -0.782 0.612
-5t
s
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.833 -0.733 -0.522 -0.306
-At, 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 -0.658 -0.393 -0.146 0.056
-3 t
s
0.000 0.000 -0.750 -0.536 -0.200 0.071 0.271 0.417
2t
;
0.000 -0.667 -0.312 0.100 0.367 0.536 0.647 0.723
-i h -0.500 0.167 0.563 0.736 0.825 0.876 0.907 0.928
h 1.000 1 .000 1 .000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 .000 1 .000
i t, -0.500 0.167 0.563 0.736 0.825 0.876 0.907 0.928
It, 0.000 -0.667 -0.312 0.100 0.367 0.536 0.647 0.723
y*. 0.000 0.000 -0.750 -0.536 -0.200 0.071 0.271 0.417
4 t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 -O.800 -0.658 -0.393 -0.146 0.056
St, 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 -0.833 -0.733 -0.522 -0.306
6t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 -0.S57 -0.7S2 -0.612
lh 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.875 -0.817
8 t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -O.SS9
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LMS9 LMS 10 LMS11 LMS12 LMS 13 LMS 14 LMS15
-15 L 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.937
-14 t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.933 -0.916
-13/, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.929 -0.909 -0.854
-12/, 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.923 -0.901 -0.838 -0.752
-11/, 0.000 0.000 -0.917 -0.890 -0.818 -0.722 -0.617
-10 t, 0.000 -0.909 -0.878 -0.794 -0.686 -0.569 -0.453
-9 /
5
-0.900 -0.S62 -0.765 -0.641 -0.512 -0.386 -0.268
-8 t, -0.843 -0.727 -0.586 -0.442- -0.306 -0.182 -0.070
-7 /, -0.678 -0.516 -0.356 -0.210 -0.081 0.033 0.133
-6 f, -0.425 -0.250 -0.095 0.038 0.152 0.248 0.331
-5 /. -0.115 0.045 0.178 0.287 0.378 0.453 0.516
-4 r, 0.215 0.340 0.440 0.519 0.583 0.636 0.679
0.525 0.607 0.669 0.718 0.757 0.7S9 0.S15
0.77S 0.S18 0.848 0.871 0.890 0.904 0.916
-1 /. 0.943 0.953 0.961 0.967 0.972 0.976 0.979
t
s
1.000 1.000 1 .000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1 /. 0.943 0.953 0.961 0.967 0.972 0.976 0.979
2 j 0.778 0.818 0.848 0.871 0.890 0.904 0.916
3 /, 0.525 0.607 0.669 0.718 0.757 0.7S9 0.815
4 /f 0.215 0.340 0.440 0.519 0.583 0.636 0.679
5 f
,
-0.115 0.045 0.178 0.287 0.37S 0.453 0.516
6', -0.425 -0.250 -0.095 0.038 0.152 0.248 0.331
7 t
s
-0.67S -0.516 -0.356 -0.210 -0.081 0.033 0.133
8 r, -0.843 -0.727 -0.586 -0.442 -0.306 -0.182 -0.070
9 r, -0.900 -0.862 -0.765 -0.641 -0.512 -0.386 -0.26S
10 r. 0.000 -0.909 -0.878 -0.794 -0.686 -0.569 -0.453
11 /, o.ooo 0.000 -0.917 -0.S90 -0.818 -0.722 -0.617
12 r, 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.923 -0.901 -0.838 -0.752
13/, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.929 -0.909 -0.854
14 t, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.933 -0.916
15/, 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.937
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VI. FILTER OUTPUTS
The 15 trial LMS filters (LMS1 through LMS15), introduced and developed in the
previous chapter, were used to filter both simulated and real IRSTD outputs. The fol-
lowing sections summarize the effectiveness of these filters, and illustrate filtered outputs
of selected LMS filters.
A. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
In order to quantitatively analyze the effectiveness of the LMS filters, it is necessary
to determine the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of both the filtered and unfiltered outputs.
Since the convolution of the filter with the IRSTD output is performed in the spatial
frequency domain, it is convenient to determine the S/N ratio in this domain also.







where T, are the elements of the target spatial frequency distribution, B, are the elements
of the background spatial frequency distribution, and the index i ranges over all of the
N elements in the IRSTD output array.
It is important to note that for analysis of the S/N ratios of the unfiltered IRSTD
data, no filter is being used. Therefore, the elements of the filter transfer function, H,






for the unfiltered IRSTD data.
B. ERROR ANALYSIS
In order to obtain some degree of confidence in the filtered outputs, it is essential
to study the types of errors, or uncertainty, which are inherent in computer simulations
and calculations. Two of the most important sources of uncertainty, which are appli-
cable to this thesis, are quantization and roundoff.
Quantization error occurs during A,'D conversion, where digital quantities can only
be represented to a fixed and finite precision. The effect of this limitation to finite
quantities is that the representation of all physical and simulated signals must be viewed




where b is the number of bits being used to represent the magnitude of the digital data.
Roundoff error is introduced by rounding off the least significant figure kept, in or-
der to represent digital quatities in a fixed and finite form. The effect of this error must
be viewed as an addition of a noise term, with a variance which can be represented by







where d is the number of base ten significant digits to the right of the decimal point re-
maining after roundoff.
The effects of quantization and roundoff errors on the filtered outputs can be de-
termined by considering the noise amplification effects of digital filters. Specifically, if
the variance of the elements of the unfiltered signal (a 2u ) is known, and if the variance in
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the individual filter coefficients is negligible compared to a\, the variance of the elements
of the filtered output (of) can be determined from [Ref. 12]
N




are the filter coefficients, and the sum is over the N elements of the IRSTD
output signal.
For the purpose of this thesis, all digital elements of the target and background
distributions were either quantized or simulated to be quantized by a 13-bit AD con-
verter. Of these 13 bits, one bit is used to designate sign and 12 bits are used to specify
magnitude. Therefore, the variance of the elements of the background distributions and
target signals can be considered to be 4.97 x 10-9 . Since the target signals are imbedded
into the background distributions to construct the unfiltered signal, the variance of the
elements of the unfiltered signal must be represented as the sum of the variances of the
elements of the background distributions and target signals, which is equal to
9.94 x 10- 9 .
Using Equation (6-5), the variances of the elements of the filtered outputs for LMS1
through LMS15 were determined, and are listed in Table 3 on page 44. These variances
give a measure of the noise amplification effect of the filtering process, which becomes
more and more significant as the width of the filter increases.
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Table 3. VARIANCES OF ELEMENTS OF UNFILTERED AND FILTERED
IRSTD OUTPUTS


















Various selections of the 15 trial filters were used on BKDI. BKDI1. and BKDIII.
TGTI through TGTVI were embedded into each background, and the resultant output
signals were filtered. The S N ratios of both the filtered and unfiltered outputs were then
determined, and are listed in Table 4 on page 45, Table 5 on page 45, and Table 6 on
page 45.
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Table 4. S/N RATIOS FOR BKD I
TGT
LMS Filter
ran LMS8 LMS9 LMS 10 LMS 11 LMS 12 LMS13 LMS 14
I 0.932 29.0 29.7 29.1 27.9 26.4 24.8 23.2
II 0.936 29.0 29.8 29.2 28.0 26.5 24.9 23.3
III 0.934 28.3 29.2 28.8 27.7 26.4 24.9 23.3
IV 0.923 23.5 25.2 25.8 25.6 25.0 24.2 23.1
V 0.936 19.1 21.0 22.1 22.7 22.9 22.8 22.4
VI 0.959 18.7 20.4 21.4 22.0 22.4 22.5 22.4
Table 5. S/N RATIOS FOR BKD II
TGT
LMS Filter
ran LMS8 LMS9 LMS 10 LMS 11 LMS 12 LMS13 LMS 14
I 0.909 31.5 32.2 31.5 29.9 28.0 26.1 24.1
II 0.913 31.5 32.3 31.6 30.0 28.1 26.2 24.2
III 0.911 30.8 31.7 31.1 29.7 28.0 26.1 24.3
IV 0.900 25.5 27.3 27.9 27.5 26.6 25.4 24.1
V 0.913 20.8 ">"» 7 23.9 24.3 24.3 24.0 23.3
VI 0.936 20.3 22.1 23.1 23.6 23.7 23.7 23.3
Table 6. S/N RATIOS FOR REAL BACKGROUND
TGT
LMS Filter
ran LMS2 LMS3 LMS4 LMS5 LMS6
I 1.89 11.2 12.7 11.9 10.3 8.8
II 1.89 11.2 12.7 11.9 10.3 8.9
III 1.S9 10.8 12.5 11.8 10.4 8.9
IV 1.87 8.5 11.1 11.5 10.6 9.5
V 1.90 6.8 9.4 10.7 10.6 9.9
VI 1.95 6.7 9.1 10.6 10.9 10.3
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These tables show that L.MS9 through LMS13 yield the highest S.N ratios for the
simulated backgrounds, and that LMS3 through LMS5 vield the highest S'N ratios for
the real background. This difference between backgrounds is expected, because the real
background was sampled at a rate three times slower than the simulated background.
This increased sampling time corresponds directly to a reduction in the half-amplitude
width to sampling time ratio ( -j- ) by a factor of three. Therefore, taking the case of
TGTI as an example, the change in the optimal filter from LMS9 for BKDI and BKDII
to LMS3 for BKDIII is expected.
Additionally, as discussed by Nitzberg et al. [Ref. 3], an increase in the sampling time
of a digital system leads to a sampling-effect loss of signal shape information in the
system output. This loss of signal shape information can be considered as a source of
high frequency noise, which will be amplified, along with the target signal, in the filtering
process. Therefore, the increased sampling time of BKDIII accounts for the remarkable
difference between the S N ratios of the filtered outputs of the real and simulated back-
grounds.
For purposes of comparison, the reduction of S/N ratio with increased sampling
times for the LMS filter was studied by Nitzberg et al. in a white noise environment [Ref.
3]. This study showed a decrese in S N ratio by a factor of approximately three, as the
sampling time was increased by a factor of three. The results of this study compare well
with the decrease in S N ratio by a factor of approximately five in the present case.
This comparison can be made, because the study by Nitzberg et al. considered only a
white noise background, whereas the present case considers a background consisting of
white noise as well as background clutter, both of which are known to be corrupted by
quantization error due to digitization. These additional noise sources are amplified,
along with the white noise, as the sampling time is increased from 0.10472 mrad sample
to 0.31416 mrad sample, thereby causing additional degradation of the S/N ratio. Ad-
ditionally, since the IRSTD DCU samples data at 0.10472 mrad sample, vice 0.31416
mrad sample, sampling time degradation is not expected from IRSTD outputs digitized
by the system's DCU.
To illustrate the effectiveness of these filters, various filtered and unfiltered outputs
are illustrated in Figure 26 on page 47 through Figure 35 on page 57 of this Chapter,
as well as in Figure 36 on page 61 through Figure 61 on page 78in Appendix A and
Appendix B. The significance of these figures will be discussed in the following sections.
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1. Unfiltered Outputs
Figure 26 on page 47, Figure 27 on page 48, and Figure 28 on page 48 are
plots of the unfiltered outputs of BKDI, BKDII, and BKDIII with TGTI, TGTI. and
TGTVI embedded, respectively. The targets are located at the center of the unfiltered
outputs, and have a S/N ratio of approximately one in BKDI and BKDII, and a S/N
ratio of approximately two in BKDIII. These plots are shown to illustrate the fact that
extraction of the targets from the background by simple means, such as thresholding,
would not be verv effective.
100.0 200.0 300.0
RZIMUTH (MRflD)
Figure 26. Unfiltered Output; BKDI, TGTI: TGTI embedded in BKDI;
S,N = 0.932.
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Figure 27. Unfiltered Output; BKDII, TGTI: TGTI embedded in BKDII;
S/N- 0.909.
0.00 93.75 187.50 281.25
AZIMUTH (MRflD)
375.00
Figure 28. Unfiltered Output; BKDIII, TGTV'I: TGTVI embedded in BKDIII;
S/N-l.95.
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2. Filtered Outputs: Target Amplitude versus Noise Amplitude
Figure 29 on page 51 through Figure 32 on page 54 are plots of TGTI embed-
ded in BKDI and filtered by LMS filters of increasing width; LMS6, LMS9, LMS12, and
LMS15 respectively. It can be seen, by referring to the upper plot of each figure, that
the amplitude of the target signal increases with filter width, as expected from the
thresholding properties of the filters. However, the S/N ratio reaches a maximum when
the filter's half-amplitude width most nearly matches the half-amplitude width of the
target signal (Figure 30 on page 52).
Additionally, as the filter widens more and more noise is also allowed to pass,
thereby reducing the S/N ratio. This increase in noise with filter width is displayed in
the lower plot of each figure, which has been normalized to an amplitude of 1.0 to give
a better illustration of the noise. It can be seen that the amplitudes of individual noise
peaks begin to increase rapidly as the filter width increases past LMS9 (Figure 30 on
page 52). Specifically, as the filter widths increase to LMS 12 and LMS 15 (Figure 31
on page 53 and Figure 32 on page 54). sharp peaks begin emerging from the background
noise. These peaks are undesirable, in that they could be interpreted as false targets if
the post-filter thresholding were set too low.
From studying these figures, it can be concluded that LMS9 results in the opti-
mal output for BKDI. This filter not only amplifies TGTI to a level appropriate for
detection and acquisition processing, but passes a minimal ammount of noise, compared
to filters of areater width.
c
Figure 36 on page 61 through Figure 39 on page 64, in Appendix A. are plots
of TGTI embedded in BKDII and filtered by LMS6. LMS9, LMS12, and LMS15. Fig-
ure 40 on page 65 through Figure 43 on page 68, in Appendix A. are plots of TGTI
embedded in BKDI 1 1 and filtered by LMS1, LMS3, LMS5, and LMS7. Using similar
analysis on these figures, it can be concluded that LMS9 results in the optimal output
for TGTI in BKDII, and LMS3 results in the optimal output for TGTI in BKD1II.
However, before it is possible to consider LMS3 and LMS9 optimal filters for other
targets in these backgrounds, it is necessary to look at the ability of these filters to am-
plify TGTI I through TGTVI.
Referring back to Table 4 on page 45. Table 5 on page 45, and Table 6 on page
45, it can be seen that TGTI through TGTI 1 1 have optimal S/N ratios for LMS3 and
LMS9, whereas TGTIV through TGTVI have optimal S/N ratios for LMS filters of
greater width. However, the S/N ratios of TGTIV through TGTVI for LMS3 and
LMS9 are very close in magnitude to the maximum S/N ratios for these targets, within
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16% in the worst case. Therefore, it can be assumed that LMS3 and LMS9 will amplify
all six targets to levels appropriate for post-filter processing.
To illustrate that this assumption is valid, plots of all target and background
combinations, filtered with these proposed optimal filters, are included as Figure 44 on
page 69 through Figure 61 on page 78 in Appendix B. As these plots illustrate, LMS3
and LMS9 effectively remove the DC offset and linear noise from the background clut-
ter, and amplify the target signals for all background and target combinations. These
resultant outputs can then be effectively used as inputs for target acquisition, desig-
nation, and tracking routines, for all target and background combinations similar to
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Figure 29. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTI, LMS6: Upper plot, direct filter out-

































Figure 30. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTI, LMS9: Upper plot, direct filter out-
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Figure 31. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTI, LMS12: Upper plot, direct filter out-
put: lower plot, normalized to peak amplitude of 1.0; S \ = 26.4.
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Figure 32. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTI, LMS15: Upper plot, direct filter out-
put; lower plot, normalized to peak amplitude of 1.0; S. N = 21.6.
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3. Filtered Outputs: Multiple Targets
Figure 33 is a plot of the filtered output of TGTI, TGTIV, and TGTV embed-
ded in BKDI, and filtered with LMS9. Figure 34 on page 56 is a plot of the Filtered
output of TGTI, TGTIV, and TGTVI embedded in BKDIII, and filtered with LMS3.
As these plots illustrate, LMS3 and LMS9 provide effective filtering of multiple targets
of varying size, which is essential if they are to be used in a real environment.
4. Filtered Outputs: Real Background and Target
Figure 35 on page 57 is a plot of real IRSTD output data obtained during sys-
tem calibration [Ref. 2]. The upper plot shows the unfiltered output as the system was
scanned across the roof of Spanagel Hall at NPS Monterey. The lower plot shows the
effect of LMS3 on the raw system output. As illustrated, the background contains many
clutter sources, in addition to sky, and LMS3 proves to be extremly effective in removing
them all. as well as filtering out the whip antenna target (TGTVI). This filtered output
clearly illustrates the potential of the LMS filter as an effective signal processing filter
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Figure 33. Filtered Output; Multiple Targets: TGTI, TGTIV, and TGTV em-
bedded in BKDI and filtered with LMS9.
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Figure 34. Filtered Output; Multiple Targets: TGTI, TGTIV. and TGTVI em-











































Figure 35. Real Output: Upper plot, unfiltered output; lower plot, filtered with
LMS3.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
From the results of Chapter VI, it can be assumed that LMS9 and LMS3 are the
optimal LMS filters for extracting point and near-point targets from the simulated and
real IR backgrounds respectively. This difference in optimal filters for the simulated and
real backgrounds is due to the fact that the simulated background was sampled at
0.10472 mrad sample, whereas the real background was sampled at 0.31416
mrad, sample. Therefore, these optimal filters were generated from a raised cosine func-
tion with a half-amplitude width of 0.9 mrad, sampled at 0.1 mrad sample for LMS9 and
0.3 mrad sample for LMS3. This result corresponds with prefiltering studies on the
half-amplitude width of the target signals, and is an indication that the raised cosine
target model is appropriate for these targets.
It should also be noted that the results of this investigation can be used with
standard inputs, independent of the local background, whereas other approaches [Refs.
9, 13] require a priori knowledge of the background structure.
Since the LMS filter is very simple and takes minimal processing time, it is ideally
suited for implementation as an initial filter for the NTS IRSTD system. Additionally,
since the output of the IRSTD system consists of digitized detector outputs from an
array of 90 detectors, it is natural to consider extending this filtering technique to two-
dimensions. However, since the output signal is digitized at 0.10472 mrad per sample in
the azimuth direction, and the detector dimensions are 2.0 mrad in the elevation direc-
tion, the resolution of the two-dimensional output signal can be considered to be 0.10472
mrad by 2.0 mrad per data point. Considering this order of magnitude difference in the
resolution of the two directions of the two-dimensional signal, and the fact that the point
and near-point targets studied have half-amplitude widths of approximately 0.9 mrad, it
can be seen that filtering in the elevation direction would necessitate the use of an LMS
filter generated from a model target function with a half-amplitude width to sampling
time ratio of one (~r-= 1). Therefore, a suitable two-dimensional LMS filter model tar-
get function would have to be developed from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution
or a raised Bessel function defined over its first period of oscillation. In addition, either
model target function would have to be constructed in such a manner that —- = 9 in the
t
s
azimuth direction and —- — 1 in the elevation direction.
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Although developing and implementing such a filter is feasible, the processing time
required for performing 90 one-dimensional filtering operations over N elements, is
comparable with the processing time required for performing one two-dimensional fil-
tering operation over 90 by N elements (2.14 vice 2.03 seconds respectively). Therefore,
it is advisable to implement this filtering technique in its simplest, or one-dimensional,
form.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the following studies be conducted on the NTS IRSTD sys-
tem:
• Incorporate LMS9 as an initial signal processing filter on the output of the lead
detector arrav of the IRSTD svstem.
• Follow LMS9 with an automatic target acquisition routine.
• Study the outputs of this automatic target acquisition routine to optimize target
false alarm rates.
• Study the outputs of various hypothesis testing techniques [Ref. 14 ]. to further
discriminate between true targets (missiles and aircraft), and false targets (birds,
high frequency noise, background discontinuities, etc.).
• Develop a filtering technique for extracting extended targets (t d > 1.5 mrad) from
background clutter.
• Incorporate this extended target filter into the IRSTD system, to filter the outputs
from the las detector arrav. This would sive the svstem two different outputs for
each scan.
• Study the potential for imaging the extended targets, with the intention of devel-
oping ship-type recognition techniques.
It is believed that much groundwork for further studies with the NTS IRSTD system
has been laid by this thesis. Follow-on studies of the types listed above are both feasible
and important, as the U.S. Navy has great need for an effective passive IR system ca-
pable of detecting and tracking air and surface targets.
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APPENDIX A. FILTERED OUTPUTS: TARGET AMPLITUDE VERSUS
NOISE AMPLITUDE
Figure 36 on page 61 through Figure 43 on page 68 are plots of Filtered outputs of
TGTI embedded in BKDII and BKDIII. BKDII was filtered by LMS6, LMS9, LMS12,
and LMS15, and BKDIII was filtered by LMS1, LMS3, LMS5, and L.MS7. It can be
seen, by referring to the upper plot of each figure, that the amplitude of the target signal
increases with filter width, as expected from the thresholding properties of the filters.
However, the S/N ratio reaches a maximum when the filter's half-amplitude width most
nearly matches the half-amplitude width of the target signal (Figure 37 on page 62 and
Figure 41 on page 66).
Additionally, as the filter widens more and more noise is also allowed to pass,
thereby reducing the S/N ratio. This increase in noise with filter width is displayed in
the lower plot of each figure, which has been normalized to an amplitude of 1.0 to give
a better illustration of the noise. It is clear, from these figures, that the noise amplitude
increases rapidly with filter width, and contains sharp peaks which could be interpreted
as false targets if post-filter thresholding were set too low.
From studying these figures, it can be concluded that LMS9 results in the optimal
output for BKDII. and LMS3 results in the optimal output for BKDIII. These filters
not only amplify TGTI to levels appropriate for detection and acquisition processing,
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Figure 36. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTI, LMS6: Upper plot, direct filter out-
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Figure 37. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTI, LMS9: Upper plot, direct filter out-














Figure 38. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTI, LMS12: Upper plot, direct filter









Figure 39. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTI, LMS15: Upper plot, direct filter






































Figure 40. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTI, LMS1: Upper plot, direct filter
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Figure 41. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTI, LMS3: Upper plot, direct filter
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Figure 42. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTI, LMS5: Upper plot, direct filter
























Figure 43. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTI, LMS7: Upper plot, direct filter
output; lower plot, normalized to peak amplitude of 1.0; S/N = 7.6.
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APPENDIX B. FILTERED OUTPUTS: OPTIMAL LMS FILTERS
Figure 44 through Figure 61 on page 78 are plots of the filtered outputs of all
background and target combinations filtered with their proposed optimal Filters, LMS3
and LMS9. As these plots illustrate, these filters effectively remove the DC offset and
linear noise from the background clutter, and amplify the target signals for all back-
ground and target combinations. These resultant outputs, can be effectively used as in-
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Figure 44. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTI, LMS9: TGTI embedded in BKDI and

















Figure 45. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTII, LMS9: TGTII embedded in BKDI
and filtered by LMS9; S/N- 29.8.
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Figure 46. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTIII, LMS9: TGTIII embedded in BKDI
and filtered by LMS9; S/N = 29.2.
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Figure 47. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTIV, LMS9: TGTIV embedded in BKDI
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Figure 48. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTV, LMS9: TGTV embedded in BKDI
















Figure 49. Filtered Output; BKDI, TGTVI, LMS9: TGTVI embedded in BKDI





Figure 50. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTI, LMS9: TGTI embedded in BKDI I
and filtered by LMS9; S/N=32.2.
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Figure 51. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTII, LMS9: TGTII embedded in BKDII
and filtered by LMS9; S/N= 32.3.
Figure 52. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTIII, LMS9: TGTII I embedded in
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Figure 53. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTIV, LMS9: TGTIV embedded in
BKDII and filtered by LMS9; S/N= 27.3.
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Figure 54. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTV, LMS9: TGTV embedded in BKDII
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Figure 55. Filtered Output; BKDII, TGTVI, LMS9: TGTVI embedded in
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Figure 56. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTI, LMS3: TGTI embedded in BKDII I















Figure 57. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTII, LMS3: TGTII embedded in


















Figure 58. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTIII, LMS3: TGTIII embedded in

















Figure 59. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTIV, LMS3: TGTIV embedded in
















Figure 60. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTV, LMS3: TGTV embedded in
BKDIII and filtered by LMS3; S,'N = 9.4.
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Figure 61. Filtered Output; BKDIII, TGTVI, LMS3: TGTVI embedded in
BKDIII and filtered by LMS3; S.N = 9.1.
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APPENDIX C. BACKGROUND MODEL FORTRAN PROGRAM
This appendix is included to present the FORTRAN code used for generating sim-
ulated background distributions. All comments and discussion of the parameters and
functions of the program are included as comment lines in the program code.
This program was designed to be run on the NTS IBM 3033/4381 Mainframe
Computer Network, using VS FORTRAN on the systems Virtual Machine. The output
of this program contains the simulated IR background amplitude distribution in a 20























CL$=' CORRELATION LENGTH = 166.7 MRAD$'
















































C GENERATE ELEMENTS OF FIRST COLUMN
C
IF (J. EQ. 1) U1(J,I)=(SIGMA*B2*RN)+(Z*U1(J,I1))
C






C PLOT 3D BACKGROUND DISTRIBUTION
C
C CALL PL0T32 (U1,M,N)
C
C DETERMINE AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION
C
CALL DIST (U1,U2,U4,M,M2,M3,N,IT,CL$,SI$,IZ)
























DO 40 1=1, M2






















CALL PAGE (11. ,8. 5)
CALL NOBRDR
CALL HWROT( ' MOVIE
'
)
CALL AREA2D (4. 8,2. 6)
CALL HEIGHT (0. 15)
CALL XNAME ( ' AMPLITUDE?
'
, 100)
CALL YNAME ('OCCURANCES (NORMALIZED) $', 100)




















CALL PAGE (11. ,8.5)
CALL NOBRDR
CALL HWROTC MOVIE')
CALL AREA2D (5. ,3.
)
CALL HEIGHT (0. 15)
CALL X3NAME ('AZIMUTH (MRAD)$
'
, 100)
CALL Y3NAME ('ELEVATION (MRAD)$
'
, 100)
CALL Z3NAME ('AMPLITUDE?' ,100)
CALL V0LM3D (2. ,2. ,1. )
CALL VUABS (5. ,-5. ,3.
)







APPENDIX D. IRSTD MODEL FORTRAN PROGRAM
This appendix is included to present the FORTRAN code used for generating sim-
ulated IRSTD detector outputs. All comments and discussion of the parameters and
functions of the program are included as comment lines in the program code.
This program was designed to be run on the NTS IBM 3033/4381 Mainframe
Computer Network, using VS FORTRAN on the systems Mutilple Virtual System.
The output of this program contains the simulated IR detector output in a 4000 element
array.




//FORT. SYS IN DD *
C




DIMENSION U6(4000) ,U7(4000) ,U8(4000)
DIMENSION Cl(4000,20) ,C2(4000,20)








C GENERATE BACKGROUND DISTRIBUTION
C































C GENERATE IMAGE PLANE DISTRIBUTION
C
CALL FFT3D (CI ,M,N,M,N, 1 , 1 , IWK,RWK,CWK)















































































B3=l. -(2. *Z*Z)/( 1. +( Z**ST) )
B4=SQRT(B3)
1000 U1(1,1)=0.





































APPENDIX E. FILTER OUTPUT FORTRAN PROGRAM
This appendix is included to present the FORTRAN code used for filtering simu-
lated and real background distributions. All comments and discussion of the parameters
and functions of the program are included as comment lines in the program code.
This program was designed to be run on the NPS IBM 3033/4381 Mainframe
Computer Network, using VS FORTRAN on the systems Virtual Machine. The output
of this program contains the unfiltered and filtered detector outputs in 5000 element ar-
rays, and the results of S/N ratio calculations.
C PROGRAM FILT1
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C)
DIMENSION Ul(5000) ,U2(5000) ,U3(5000) ,XA(5000)
DIMENSION T(100),F(50)
DIMENSION Cl( 5000, 1),C2( 5000,1) ,03(5000,1)
DIMENSION IWK( 30150), RWK( 30150), CWK(l)
CHARACTER*80 TITLE$,TIT$
CHARACTER*20 FILN$


















WRITE(*,*)' CHOOSE BACKGROUND (ENTER BKD NUMBER 1-5)'
READ(*,*)IBKD
IF (IBKD.EQ. 1) FILN$='BKD1'
IF (IBKD.EQ. 2) FILN$='BKD2'
IF (IBKD.EQ. 3) FILN$=*BKD3'
IF (IBKD.EQ. 4) FILN$='BKD4'
IF (IBKD.EQ. 5) FILN$='BKD5'
N=4000










WRITEC*,*) 'SELECT NUMBER OF TGTS'
READ(*,*)NTGT
DO 35 I=1,NTGT
WRITE(*,*) 'CHOOSE TARGETS (ENTER TGT NUMBER 1-6)'
READ(*,*)ITGT
IF (IBKD.GE. 3) GO TO 25
IF (ITGT. EQ. 1) FILN$='T1'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 2) FILN$='T2*
IF (ITGT. EQ. 3) FILN$='T3'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 4) FILN$='T4*
IF (ITGT. EQ. 5) FILN$='T5'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 6) FILN$='T6'
GO TO 26
25 IF (ITGT.EQ. 1) FILN$='T1A'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 2) FILN$='T2A'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 3) FILN$='T3A'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 4) FILN$='T4A'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 5) FILN$='T5A'
IF (ITGT. EQ. 6) FILN$='T6A'
26 CALL INPUT(T,N2,FILN$)
IF (NTGT. EQ. 1) ITL=N/2
IF (NTGT. NE. 1) THEN




WRITEC*,*) 'ENTER INTENSITY FACTOR OF TARGET CREAL)'








IF (XA(J).GT. 0.4095) U2( J)=0. 4095-UK J)
























DO 70 1=1, IFIL
II=I-IFIL2






DO 80 1=1, IFIL
F(I)=F(I)-AVE
IF (F(I).GT. AMAX) AMAX=F(I)
80 CONTINUE
DO 90 1=1, IFIL
F(I)=(F(I)/AMAX)
90 CONTINUE







C FFT OF BKD, TGT, AND FILTER
c
CALL FFT3D (CI ,N, 1 ,N, 1 , 1 , 1 , IWK,RWK,CWK)
CALL FFT3D (C2,N, 1 ,N, 1 , 1 , 1 , IWK,RWK,CWK)







































IF CKK.EQ. 1) GO TO 166










C FFT OF TGT AND BACKGROUND
C
CALL FFT3D (CI ,N, 1 ,N, 1 , 1 , 1 , IWK,RWK,CWK)
C






C IFT OF FILTERED OUTPUT
C









TITLE $=': DETECTOR OUTPUT - BKD $'
WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER 1 IF PLOT OF UNFILTERED OUTPUT DESIRED'
READ(*,*)IOUT
IF (IOUT. NE. 1) GO TO 210
CALL PLOTIT (Ul ,XA,N, IT, TITLE? , IBKD, ITGT,TL, SN1 ,VAR)
IT=IT+1
210 TIT$=' FILTERED OUTPUT $'
CALL PLOTI2 (U3, XA,N, IT, TITLE? ,TIT$ , IBKD, ITGT,IFILT,TL,SN2,VARF)
IT=IT+1
WRITE (*,*)' ENTER 1 IF ANOTHER RUN IS DESIRED'
READ(*,*)IBREP



















OPEN( 2 ,FILE=FILN$ , STATUS=' OLD '
)
















CALL PAGE (11. ,8.5)
CALL NOBRDR
CALL HWROTC MOVIE')
CALL AREA2D (5. ,2.5)
CALL HEIGHT (0. 15)
CALL YNAME ( ' AMPLITUDE$
'
, 100)
CALL XNAME ('AZIMUTH (MRAD)$
'
, 100)
CALL MESSAG ('FIGURE $
'
, 100 , 1. ,5. 6)
CALL INTNO ( IFIG ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
CALL MESSAG (TITLE$ , 100 ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
)
CALL INTNO ( IB ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
)
CALL MESSAG ('TARGET NUMBER $',100,2.48,5.4)
CALL INTNO ( IT, ' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
CALL MESSAG ('TARGET LOCATION = $',100,2.48,5.2)
CALL REALNO (TL, 1 .' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
)
CALL MESSAG (' MRAD $*, 100, ' ABUT' , 'ABUT'
)
CALL MESSAG ('S/N = $',100,2.48,5.0)
CALL REALNO ( SN,5 ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
CALL MESSAG ('VARIANCE = $',100,2.48,4.8)
CALL REALNO (VAR, 10 ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
)
CALL GRAF (0. , ANS , AN , -. 5 , . 25 , . 5), ,
DO 60 1=1,
N
IF (IB.LE. 2) X(I)=. 1*REAL(I)














999 WRITE (*,*)' SELECT DISPLAY'
WRITE(*,*)' 1 = FIXED'
WRITE(*,*)' 2 = ADJUST'
WRITEC*,*) 1 3 = NORMALIZED'
READ(*,*)IAD
YMAX=1.
IF (IAD. EQ. 1) THEN





IF (Y(I).GT. YMAX) Y(I)=YMAX
IF (Y(I).LT. YMIN) Y(I)=YMIN
10 CONTINUE
END IF
IF (IAD.EQ. 1) GO TO 111
YN=0.
DO 15 1=1,
IF (Y(I).GT. YN) YN=Y(I)
15 CONTINUE
IF (IAD.EQ. 2) YMAX=YN





111 IF (IB.LE.2) AN=0. 1*REAL(N)




CALL PAGE (11. ,8.5)
CALL NOBRDR
CALL HWROT( ' MOVIE
'
)
CALL AREA2D (5. ,2.5)
HEIGHT (0. 15)






















MESSAG ('FIGURE $ '
, 100 , 1. ,5. 6)
INTNO (IFIG, 'ABUT' ,' ABUT')
MESSAG (TITLE$, 100, 'ABUT* ,' ABUT*)
INTNO (IB, 'ABUT' ,'ABUT')
MESSAG ('TARGET NUMBER $',100,2.48,5.4)
INTNO (IT, 'ABUT' ,'ABUT')
MESSAG (TITS, 100,2. 48,5. 2)
INTNO (IFL, 'ABUT' ,'ABUT')
MESSAG ('TARGET LOCATION = $',100,2.48,5.
REALNO (TL,1, 'ABUT' ,'ABUT')
MESSAG (' MRAD $', 100 ,' ABUT' ,' ABUT'
)
MESSAG ('S/N = $',100,2.48,4.8)
REALNO (SN,4, 'ABUT' ,'ABUT')
0)
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CALL MESSAG ('VARIANCE = $', 100,2. 48,4. 6)
CALL REALNO (VAR, 10 ,' ABUT* ,' ABUT'
)
55 CALL GRAF (0. ,ANS, AN, -YMAX, ' SCALE' ,YMAX)
DO 60 1=1,
N
IF (IB.LE.2) X(I)=. 1*REAL(I)
IF (IB.GT. 2) X(I)=. 3*REAL(I)
60 CONTINUE
65 CALL CURVE (X,Y,N,0)
CALL ENDPL(O)
WRITE(*,*)' ENTER 1 FOR ANOTHER PLOT'
READ(*,*)IPLT
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